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# I  want  other  gir ls
to think you're  mean.

In an alternative New York �lled with vampires, ghosts, and the mythical “New Yorkers”, beautiful 
half-demon Lucy and her self-obsessed friends bungle their way from Surviving as students to 
living as adults.

Pretty Little Monsters is a half-hour adult comedy for 18-35.  It’s an outrageous take on dating, 
sexual antics, �nding yourself and trying to make it in the Big Apple as seen through the eyes of 
half-demon Lucy and her motley assortment of friends, human and otherwise.

With too much time on their hands and enough money to get into trouble they are doing the 
crazy things they want to do  before they "settle" down to normal life.  In other words, it’s a
breeding ground for drama, disaster, and maybe a few virgin sacri�ces.



Lucy
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“Goodbye Salem.  Hello New York!”

LUCY is a quirky, fun, girl with a bit of attitude and her 
own unique sense of style.  Friends value her 
straight-forward honesty but she’s not exactly a great 
shoulder to cry on.  Being raised in hell does come with 
its drawbacks and a lack of empathy is one of them.

Born, some would say cursed, with an uncontrollable 
tail that seemingly has a will of its own, Lucy is unable 
to express deception.  Lucy’s tail always gives away her 
real feelings.  It’s really tough to play “hard to get” when 
your tail is wagging like a giddy dog.

Lucy struggles with her tail.  It’s often the �rst thing that 
guys notice about her, but if you get to know her there 
is a lot more going on.  She’s adventurous, a�ectionate 
and funny as hell.  Her friends know Lucy is usually 
game to try anything new, and with her quick wit she’s 
de�nitely always good for a laugh.

Lucy’s bright, bold makeup and fun wardrobe re�ect 
her youthful optimism as she begins her new life in 
bustling New York City.



LUCY is a richly shaded character that is artfully 
blended into photos of real New York City locations.  
This illustration style blends into photos especially 
well owing to photo-like shading and a colored
line-work technique.

In turn, the application of a shallow depth of �eld 
combined with bright, colorful backgrounds renders 
an other-worldly feel to real photos.

The end e�ect is a lush, sophisticated blend of
animation and photography.

Lucy’s New York
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Stories
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You can choose your friends,  but sometimes fate seems to force the choice 
upon us… perhaps only to make the universe giggle.  With roommates like 
a boyfriend-stealing Succubus, a meddlesome Imp of the Perverse, and a 
jealous half-brother intent on scoring Brownie points in Hell, Lucy’s life 
seems destined to be one endless farce.  

With a wild cast of crazy monsters and naive humans,  Pretty Little Monsters 
revels in the dubious choices we make when we are young, the question-
able things we do to each other, and the unmentionable things we do when 
we think no one is looking.

* Lucy learns the art of �irting with strangers... bad idea during a full moon.

* Breaking up with a dude when you can’t even remember his name?

* Dumping an un-boyfriend.  Ummm... RELATIONSHIP? It was THREE dates!

* Lucy blows her wages on a fab new bag... can you cover rent this month?

* It’s a girls-only holiday - Weekend in Atlantic City, baby!

* She really needs to deal with those skeletons in her closet... literally.

* Lucy tries speed dating but �nds her inner demon wants to slow things down.



Let’s have a chat!
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